The SaaS for the integral
management of UAV operations
ITG's DroneSuite® is a could platform to
manage and control all business
activities of a RPAS operator.
DroneSuite® allows monitoring and
control of operations, automate and
standardize processes, as well as ensuring
quality and the traceability of each action. It
provides a great added value to workflows
while reducing fixed costs.

Integrate all the devices of your company in an intuitive,
safe and versatile work flow.
Automate processes through DroneSuite® and only worry
about flying.

Functionalities
COMMAND & CONTROL
View and control all your assets in
real-time. Plan and execute the flight
plan with the GCS. Synchronization of
LiveView and telemetry with
DroneSuite®.
FLEET MANAGEMENT
Manage every vehicle, payload and
accessory of your company. Organize
and keep up to date permits, licenses
and insurance policies of each pilot.
Keep up the synchronized Flight Book.
Incident report and follow-up.
MAINTENANCE
Organize maintenance plans to
guarantee the perfect care of each
element of your fleet. Assign checklists
to the team to ensure full compliance.

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
Plan and design in the office the
operations that will be carried out in
the field. Cloud storage of the captured
videos and images. Create and assign
checklists to standardize all the
processes. Execute the flight plan with
the GCS app while automatically
synchronises with DroneSuite®.
ADMINISTRATION
Performs different generic tasks for
the operator (user registration,
assignments, documentation, etc.)
DATA PROCESSING
Process and exploit the captured
information using 3D models in real
time (request quotation).
RESULTS
Generate results with presentation
graphic and documentary in the form
of reports and statistics (request
quotation).

Advantages of DroneSuite®
More efficient flight forecasts
Plan and execute your flights in detail to ensure the best
possible results. Full control of the strategic planning.
Avoid the time waste.
Reduce your operational costs
Control the assets and personnel of your
company in real time. Improve the
management of your resources and ensure
greater profitability.
Security in the cloud
Process and store all your company's
information safely and with
guarantees. No longer worry about
file maintenance.

Versatility

Integration

Operability

Automatization

Security

Basic License

Pro License

Enterprise License

14,39 € / month
11,99 € / month (annual

107,99 € / month
89,99 € /month (annual

membership)

55,19€ / month
45,99 € /month (annual

membership)

membership)

1-3 pilots
1-5 drones
8 GB of storage

4-10 pilots
15 drones max
20 GB of storage

On demand
35 GB of storage

Operations
Unlimited number of
registers. Limited number
of simultaneous flights (3)
with telemetry.

Operations
Unlimited number of
registers. Limited number
of simultaneous flights (5)
with telemetry.

Operations
It allows multiple
simultaneous flights with
telemetry.

Live-View / Streaming
Real-time video streaming
limited to 1 flight at a time.

Live-View / Streaming
Real-time video streaming
limited to 2 flights at a time.

Live-View / Streaming
Real-time video streaming
limited to 5 flights at a time
( increased on demand)

Storage
Limited to 8 GB. Each
additional 10GB for
5€/month

Storage
Limited to 20 GB. Each
additional 10GB for
5€/month.

Storage
Limited to 35 GB. Each
additional 10GB for
5€/month.

> Accessible with any browser.
> The training and launch of the product are included in the price.
> DroneSuite® allows integration with other GCS on the market.

